
 

The revolution in philosophy (III):

aesthetic taste, teleology, and the world order

     

In the picture of the mind’s relation to the world that emerged in Kant’s
first two Critiques and his other works, there was in our general experien-
tial engagement with theworld a necessary element of spontaneity on the
part of the mind in apprehending objects of experience; this spontaneity
was both underived and involved neither an apprehension of any given
object nor any self-evident first principle. Instead, its spontaneous char-
acter indicated the way in which it, as it were, sprang up by its powers.
In such spontaneity, the human agent produced the “rules” by which the
“intuitions” of our experience were combined into themeaningful whole
of human experience; without the rules being combined with such expe-
riential, intuitional elements, the results of such spontaneity were devoid
of significance (Bedeutung), in the sense that they were devoid of any objec-
tive relation to the world. When transferred to the moral realm, though,
such spontaneity was no longer chained to intuition for its significance,
and, in relation to action, spontaneity became autonomy, the capacity
to institute the moral law and to move ourselves to action by virtue of
having so instituted it.
There had long been a tradition in philosophical thought that held

that our individual perceptions of things and our deliberations about
what to do required us to have some conception of our own standing
in the overall scheme of things. In particular, the Christian worldview
had demanded that we have an adequate grasp of our own place in the
created order if we were to have any adequate grasp of what was true and
what we ought to do. Although Kant had in one crucial respect seem-
ingly undermined that whole line of thought in his denial that we could
ever have knowledge of things-in-themselves or of the “unconditioned”
totality of nature, in another respect he still subscribed to it, holding that
experiential knowledge and moral knowledge required us to understand
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our place in certain totalities. In the case of experience, spontaneity
(combined with intuition) produces not merely individual perceptions of
things, but an experience of a natural order governed by necessary causal
laws and fitting the a priori laws of mathematics and geometry; in the
case of action, it produces a moral order, a “kingdom of ends.” Both of
these conceptions – of a natural order and a moral order – require us to
appeal to Ideas of reason to make them intelligible to us, although such
Ideas could only be regulative, not constitutive of experience. They were
not true representations of things-in-themselves – of the world conceived
as existing wholly apart from the conditions under which we could con-
ceive it – but rather necessary ways of ordering the particular elements of
our experience into a meaningful whole. As regulative for the particular
judgments that fell under their respective domains, the theoretical and
practical ideas were, like all normative components of our experience,
instituted by us to serve the ends of reason.

   

The most obvious difficulty in Kant’s approach was also clearly seen
by Kant himself: how do we explain the way in which we are both
subject to the norms of reason and yet also the agents who institute those
norms? How, after all, can we actually be bound by laws we make? In
particular, Kant’s conception required some account of how “we” insti-
tute norms and whether the norms making up what we call “reason” are
not “instituted” by us at all but simply are what they are. Although Kant
had hardly avoided taking on that issue in his earlier works, he came
face to face with it in his characteristically radical way in The Critique
of Judgment (), his definitive statement of some ideas and themes
he had been working on for some time. In that work, Kant took on
the issue concerning our “institution” of norms by focusing on another
problem: how do we go about orienting ourselves in the moral and
empirical order, and how is such orientation tied into what is neces-
sary for us to make valid judgments? Putting the question in that way
required him to examine what he called “reflective judgments” as dis-
tinct from “determinative judgments.” In “determinative judgments,”
we have a general concept, and we subsume a particular under it.
(For example, we might have the concept of a “rose” and then judge
whether the flower we are observing is indeed a rose – is indeed an
“instance” or “instantiation” of the more general concept.) In the case
of “reflective judgments,” however, we begin with particulars, and we
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 Part I Kant and the revolution in philosophy

then search for which or what kind of general concepts they might fall
under.
Quite strikingly, Kant singled out both aesthetic and teleological judg-

ments as the prime exemplars of such “reflective judgment.” In the case
of an aesthetic judgment about something judged to beautiful, we en-
counter a beautiful object (for example, a work of art or a beautiful part
of nature), we judge it to be beautiful, and we experience a kind of plea-
sure with regard to our apprehension of its beauty; moreover, in judging
it to be beautiful, we make a judgment that it really is beautiful, not just
“seems to be beautiful” to us, and that commits us to saying that the
judgment is valid for others. Although we might be tempted to assim-
ilate such judgments to empirical judgments, to being simply instances
of the more general type found in ordinary statements such as “it only
looks green in this light, but it really is blue,” such assimilation would
be a mistake. Whereas we can state the general rules (with, of course,
great difficulty) for such empirical judgments (in the case of judging an
object to be blue, those having to do with the conditions that count as
normal lighting and so forth), in the case of aesthetic judgments about
the beautiful, we typically confront individual cases (such as works of
art) for which even in principle no such rule can be found. This might
tempt one to hold that such judgments are therefore merely subjective
responses, mere reports of the fact that it pleased the observer. That,
too, would miss the point, Kant argued, since prima facie there is a differ-
ence between saying that something is pleasant or agreeable (angenehm)
and saying that it is beautiful; the former is a purely private, subjective
judgment, whereas the latter seems to say more than that – it seems to
assert not that the agent finds something pleasant “to him” but that the
object is beautiful and will be experienced by others (who have “taste”)
as beautiful. Indeed, so Kant was to go on to conclude, the pleasure that
we experience in a beautiful object does not precede the judgment that
it is beautiful, but is instead attendant on it.
Since aesthetic experience paradigmatically involves a passive element

of pure experiential receptivity and an active element of (“reflectively”)
judging something to be beautiful, an investigation into aesthetic judg-
ment, Kant concluded, might hold the clue to comprehending the way
in which we are agents subject to norms that we ourselves also institute.
The key to understanding such judgments involves the reflective judg-

ment that what is experienced is beautiful. In such judgments, we are
not applying a general concept (that of the “beautiful”) to a particular
instance, but rather perceiving the instance as beautiful and, as it were,
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searching for a concept under which we could subsume it. (We do not, as
it were, walk into a museum armed with a definite and precise concept
of the beautiful and then examine each painting to see if it is subsumed
under that concept.) Thus, judgments about the beautiful are “reflective”
in Kant’s sense; but, as Kant saw, classifying them as reflective only put
off answering the question about why or whether such reflection is nec-
essary for the intuitive apprehension of the beautiful.
The key to answering that question had to do with the fact that judg-

ments about both the agreeable and the beautiful are said to involve taste,
itself the most “subjective” of all the senses. However, to the extent that
we judge something to be indeed beautiful, we are making a judgment
that our subjective state of mind in such experience is, as Kant puts
it, “universally communicable,” something that is of more than merely
private significance and is subject to some universal norms. In making
a subjective judgment about what pleases oneself, however, one is not
making a normative judgment so much as stating some facts about what
one finds pleasant and what one does not. The two senses of “taste”
therefore diverge. In making a subjective judgment about the beautiful,
one is making a normative statement about how oneself and all others
ought to experience something, not an empirical prediction about how
others actually will react to the objects in question; inmaking a subjective
judgment about what pleases oneself, one is merely reporting on one’s
own private mental states and, on that basis, is entitled to say nothing
about what others ought to feel in experiencing the same thing (although
there might indeed be room for empirical prediction, as when one ad-
vises a friend that something on the menu is not likely to be something
that he will find agreeable).
The experience in question must therefore be crucially different from

the private subjective experience of simply finding something agreeable.
In making a judgment about some private experience of agreeableness,
we do not presume that we can communicate to others who do not
happen to share that kind of mental state (who do not, for example,
find a particular smell “pleasing”) anything about why they also ought to
find that state pleasant to themselves. In judgments about the beautiful,
however, we experience something that we can communicate, although
our judgment is not based itself on concepts, since we cannot prescribe a
rule about such beauty. We cannot, as Kant points out, “compel” people
to believing something is beautiful at least in the same way that we can
“compel” them to accept what follows from the evidence in objective
judgments.
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 Part I Kant and the revolution in philosophy

Such experience of the beautiful as universally communicable must
therefore be structured by universal norms that cannot themselves be
explicated as concepts, since there are no rules for determining what
counts as beautiful. The condition of the possibility of such experience
is thus the possession of some “universal” or “shared” sense – that is, the
capacity for aesthetic taste. Just as possessing a concept does notmean that
one is in some particular subjective mental state but instead possesses an
ability – that one knows how to “exhibit” the concept in experience, one
knows how to make judgments using it in accordance with universally
valid rules for its use and application – the possession of taste means that
one has the ability to apprehend objects as beautiful. Taste is thus an
ability to have such aesthetic appreciation, not an ability to state rules
about what counts as beautiful.
Aesthetic appreciation itself thus cannot be equivalent to a simple

experience of pleasure itself, since that would not be “universally com-
municable.”This, of course,made such an ability very puzzling: since it is
a universally communicable state, it involves norms – since only norma-
tive matters can be so communicated – but it cannot involve conceptual
norms since there are no rules for such judgments. It must therefore in-
volve the cognitive faculties of the mind in a way that does not conform
to rules. Kant concluded that aesthetic appreciation must therefore in-
volve the way in which both imagination and intellect (der Verstand, “the
understanding”) are in free play with each other – free in the sense that
their interaction with each other is not constrained by any rule. When
the result is a harmonious free play between intellect and imagination in
experience, it is an apprehension of something as beautiful.
The experience of the beautiful thus involves the imagination, al-

though in a crucially mediated way. Although the intellect is governed
by the concepts (the rules) necessary for the possibility of experience,
the imagination is free to combine the matters of experience according
to its own plan. When, however, the imagination constructs a unity of
experience that, although not guided by a concept (a rule), is nonethe-
less in harmony with the kinds of conceptual judgments produced by
the intellect (as guided by rules), and this harmony is itself spontaneously
produced without any rule to guide it, then one has the possibility of
an apprehension of the beautiful. Such harmonious free play, however,
is not itself directly experienced (at least in the same way in which a
feeling of agreeableness or pleasure is directly experienced); it is by an
act of attending to it, of reflective judgment, that the agent apprehends the
harmony.
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In that way, aesthetic experience combines elements of both spontane-
ity and passivity: one must have the unconstrained harmony between in-
tellect and imagination at work, and the harmonymust be spontaneously
attended to; and one must apprehend something as being beautiful, as
being an object of experience exhibiting in itself the same effect in which
imagination and intellect would spontaneously result if they were to pro-
duce the object. In experiences of the beautiful, we encounter objects
that reflective judgment judges as exhibiting the way in which imagina-
tion and intellect would have structured them if they had made them in
a fully harmonious free play of each other.
Because of this, the pleasure experienced in aesthetic appreciation

does not precede the judgment itself. Whereas in ordinary subjective ex-
periences of agreeableness or pleasure, one first has the experience and
then, following on that experience, the judgment that the experience was
indeed pleasurable (as a report on one’s experience), in aesthetic experi-
ence, onemust have the reflective judgment that something is beautiful –
that one is spontaneously attending to the free harmonious play between
one’s intellect and imagination – in order to experience the aesthetic
pleasure, which as harmonious free play is the pleasure itself (or, to state
the same thing differently, the pleasure experienced is not pleasure in
harmonious free play as distinct from it, but rather the harmonious
free play is the pleasure itself ). One is reflectively judging, in effect, that
this is the way that one’s experience really ought to be. The experience
of the beautiful is therefore like ordinary empirical experience in the
way that the beautiful simply appears to us and elicits a judgment from
us – we cannot will something to be beautiful that is not beautiful –
but, unlike ordinary empirical experience, it involves a spontaneous
reflective judgment on that experience as an essential component of itself.
Kant saw that this raised an obvious pair of questions: onwhat grounds

are we saying that this is the way experience really ought to be, and what
necessitates the claim that judgments of taste really are to be analyzed in
the way Kant claims? That itself raised three other related and equally
crucial issues. What exactly is the capacity for taste and is it something
that all “minded,” rational agents have? Is there any greater significance
that taste is pointing toward? Is there any sense to saying that rational
agents ought to develop their capacity for taste?
The structure of aesthetic experience was thus made explicit. To have

the capacity for taste is to have an ability to respond reflectively to ob-
jects of experience as if they had been designed to elicit that experience.
Fine art displays one of the key features of objects that we encounter
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 Part I Kant and the revolution in philosophy

as beautiful, and nature appears to us as beautiful in the same way: we
encounter something (for example, a beautiful landscape or waterfall)
that appears to us as if it were designed to match exactly what the result
of a spontaneously produced harmony between our unfettered imagina-
tion and intellect would have produced. Moreover, in both cases, we are
responding only to formal features of the experienced objects, since the
aesthetic pleasure happens in responding to the way in which the empir-
ically encountered object formally fits what the free play of intellect and
imagination would have produced (as revealed in reflective judgment on
that experience).
Although fine art is intentionally designed to produce such aesthetic

experiences, it must not, Kant stresses, show its design on its face. For us
to experience it as beautiful, it must seem to be as free from the constraints
of production-according-to-rule as anything in nature that we find beau-
tiful. In that way, the experiences of the beautiful in nature reveal more
of what such aesthetic experience is about. The experience of nature or
a natural object as beautiful is based on a reflective judgment about the
purposiveness of the world around us and how that world harmoniously
fits our nature as spontaneous beings. In the case of fine art, we find that
purposiveness created for us by our artists, whomust not allow any of the
material content of purposiveness to be exhibited in the work; in the case
of nature, though, we find works that, without any intentional design at
all, nonetheless meet the requirements of our own powers of imagination
and intellect, as if they had been designed that way. However, we may
not – if we have learned the proper lesson from Kant’s first Critique –
conclude that the world actually was so designed to meet our require-
ments, since that would not only violate the conceptual conditions of the
possibility of experience, it would require us (impossibly) to know what
things are like in-themselves.
Experience of the beautiful is thus, asKant phrased it, an experience of

“purposiveness without purpose,” a sense that things fit together accord-
ing to a purpose that we cannot state. The solution to the “antinomy” of
aesthetic judgment – that aesthetic judgments are normative and thus
must be conceptual; and that aesthetic judgments cannot be conceptual
since judgments of taste cannot be based on concepts – is that aesthetic
judgments are based on the “indeterminate concept of the supersensible
substrate of appearances.” This, however, raised the obvious ques-
tion for Kant: since we cannot in principle know anything about the
 See Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment (trans. Werner S. Pluhar) (Indianapolis: Hackett
Publishing Company, ), §.
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“supersensible substrate of appearances,” are our aesthetic judgments
merely a matter of “as if ” (as if the world were ordered for us), or is there
some deeper account to be given? Or, to put it another way: is there any-
thing lacking in someone who does not have “taste” or does not develop
his power of aesthetic judgment?

Kant quite clearly thought that something would be amiss in someone
lacking or failing to cultivate taste, and, in a very revealing passage about
the superiority of the beauty of nature over that of art, he claimed that
the lover of fine art who nonetheless finds natural beauty to be superior
leads us to “regard this choice of his with esteem and assume that he has
a beautiful soul, such as no connoisseur and lover of art can claim to have
because of the interest he takes in his objects [of art].” The term, the
“beautiful soul,” had come to play a key role in Enlightenment thought;
as the belief in the theological grounding of morality had come under
suspicion, it was thought that only some kind of beauty could provide
the proper incentives for morality, and that “beauty” and “morality”
had therefore to be joined. The very way in which the beautiful spon-
taneously attracts one to it seemed to many to be exactly the kind of
internal motivation to leading the moral life that would be necessary in
a secularworld. (Thiswasmost vividly laid out in theEarl of Shaftesbury’s
writings.) However, Kant ruled out appeal to suchmotivation in his writ-
ings on moral philosophy: morality was motivated by no prior interest,
and likewise aesthetic appreciation was also, he concluded, a disinterested
appreciation. One is prompted (passive voice) to take an interest (active
voice) in the moral good by the moral law itself; and, in the same way,
the apprehension of the beautiful in reflective judgment prompts one to
take an interest in it. Moreover, the moral and the aesthetic are linked,
for, as Kant puts it, “we consider someone’s way of thinking to be coarse
and ignoble if he has no feeling for beautiful nature,” preferring instead
what is merely pleasant, and, following from that, “whoever takes an
interest in the beautiful in nature can do so only to the extent that he
has beforehand already solidly established an interest in the morally
good.”

 See Pippin, “Avoiding German Idealism,” in Idealism as Modernism; and “The Significance of
Taste: Kant, Aesthetic and Reflective Judgment,” Journal of the History of Philosophy,  (Oct. ),
–. Pippin raises this issue as one of the keys to understanding the structure and significance
of the third Critique.

 Critique of Judgment, §. Italics added by me.
 See Robert E. Norton, The Beautiful Soul: Aesthetic Morality in the Eighteenth Century (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, ).

 Critique of Judgment, §.
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 Part I Kant and the revolution in philosophy

Why, though, should “purposiveness without purpose” be the kind of
thing that prompts us to take such an interest? And why should nature
and not “fine art” be superior in this regard? Since the “purpose” that
we seek and which prompts such an interest in us cannot be encountered
in nature, we seek it, Kant said, “in ourselves, namely, in what constitutes
the ultimate purpose of our existence: our moral vocation,” which would
be the “highest good,” the union of virtue and happiness. The very
conception of the “highest good,” so Kant’s writings seemed to suggest,
requires us to have the Idea of nature as a purposive unity, as structured
in some way that is commensurate to our own cognitive faculties and our
own moral hopes, but for which we cannot offer any theoretical proof.
In aesthetic experience, we are apprehending something that we are
capable of communicating to all other rational beings (as a normative
matter) and for which we can supply no definite concept (rule) to make
the judgment, and that shared sense of the beautiful is, moreover, not a
matter exclusively of individual contemplation but involves our taking
account of the way others would judge the same objects. In a striking
passage, Kant says of such a sensus communis (shared sense):

Instead, wemust [here] take sensus communis tomean the idea of a sense shared
[by all of us], i.e., a power to judge that in reflecting takes account (a priori),
in our thought, of everyone else’s way of representing, in order as it were to
compare our own judgment with human reason in general and thus escape the
illusion that arises from the ease of mistaking subjective and private conditions
for objective ones . . .we compare our judgment not so much with the actual as
rather with the merely possible judgments of others, and put ourselves in the
position of everyone else, merely by abstracting from the limitations that happen
to attach to our own judging.

Thus, we are adjusting our judgments about the purposiveness of nature
in light of an orientation toward what other spontaneous agents would
ideally be doing (not how they actually respond) in responding reflectively

 Ibid., §.
 This interpretation thus agrees with that offered by Paul Guyer about the link between the highest
good and aesthetic judgment in seeing the link as having to do with the notion of purposiveness;
however, it departs from Guyer in seeing the matter of “expectations of agreement” as a nor-
mative concern, not as a prediction of how people in fact will respond. See Paul Guyer, Kant
and the Experience of Freedom (Cambridge University Press, ). The major difference between
my kind of interpretation and Guyer’s lies in Guyer’s wish to “naturalize” Kant, whereas my
reading takes the enduring legacy of Kant’s thought to be in the way he tried to work out a
non-naturalist but nonetheless non-dualist and non-reductionist conception of human agency.
See Paul Guyer, “Naturalizing Kant,” in Dieter Schönecker and Thomas Zwenger (eds.), Kant
Verstehen/Understanding Kant (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, ), pp. –.

 Critique of Judgment, §.
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to the same things. Something like the “kingdomof ends” thus seems tobe
at play in aesthetic judgment, except that the “kingdom of ends” involves
the use of concepts (there are indeed moral rules and reasoned moral
arguments), whereas aesthetic experience does not involve concepts.
The feelings of respect for the moral law and aesthetic pleasure are

both empirical features of our mental lives that do not, indeed cannot,
precede our encounters respectively with themoral law and the beautiful
(particularly in nature); we are prompted by those encounters to take the
interest that produces those subjective states of ourselves. Even though
there can be no theoretical reason – nothing consistent with the way we
must understand the physical universe – for the necessity of such feelings,
we must presume nonetheless that there is something in the world, as
Kant puts it, that is “neither nature nor freedom and yet is linked with
the basis of freedom, the supersensible” that makes all of this possible.
Aesthetic experience, as oriented by the “indeterminate concept of the
supersensible substrate of appearances” apprehends that indeterminacy
in a way that we cannot in principle conceptually articulate but which
is absolutely necessary if we are to fulfill our “highest vocation” of be-
coming autonomous moral beings. The problem with “fine art” is that
it is too “conceptual”: it always displays, well or badly, not much or too
much, the intention of the artist to produce awork of such and such a style
and genre – in short, displaying the conceptual background of the work
of art. Natural beauty, on the other hand, displays no such conceptual
background: a beautiful sunset over the mountains is not, except in the
mostmetaphorical sense, one of nature’s genres, and thus it ismuchmore
suited to express, even reveal, the spontaneous, free play of the faculties
that Kant holds to be essential to aesthetic experience, and it moreover
intimates (non-conceptually, and thus literally inconceivably) the under-
lying sense of order in the “supersensible substrate” that is at issue in our
appreciation of art – and thus only thosewhoappreciate the superiority of
natural beauty to the beauty of fine art have truly “beautiful souls.” (This
also led Kant to lay the importance of the notion of “genius” in fine art;
the “genius” is the person who gives the rule to art without having to fol-
low any other alreadymade rule; the “genius” is in effect the person who,
almost inexplicably, resolves the “Kantian paradox” by an act of legisla-
tion that is somehow not indebted to prior reasons, that is, concepts. This
was to have no small effect among the early Romantics, some of whom in
turn invoked the idea of the “moral genius” for much the same reason.)

 Ibid., §.
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As Kant quite clearly understood, the far-reaching conclusions he had
reached about the nature of aesthetic judgment required him to say
something about teleological judgment, since the force of aesthetic judg-
ments rested on seeing nature as a purposive unity suited for the kinds
of activities of the creatures we are.
First of all, teleological judgments, Kant noted, seem to be necessary

in at least a perfunctory way. To classify something, for example, as
an “organ” (or anything in general as “organic”), we need to judge it
in terms of some purpose it serves. To see something as an eye, for
example, requires us to understand it in terms of serving the goals of
sight. A researcher discovering a new type of insect or a new type of crab
might say of some feature of the animal, “that is its eye.” In making that
judgment, the observer is making a reflective judgment in light of what
he takes to be the key purpose(s) served by the feature, what the feature’s
function is. (It would make little sense to say of some animal’s feature that
it is an eye but has nothing to do with seeing, even vestigially.)
Teleological judgments are thus also judgments of reflection, since

they clearly go beyond judgments based on purely physical attributes.
No law of nature is violated by a damaged or malfunctioning organ; a
damaged eye obeys the same laws of physics as a healthy eye. To say, for
example, of an eye that it is damaged, is to impute certain functions to it
that it no longer can serve, not to say that it violates any natural laws. Or,
to put it another way, to judge an eye as damaged is to judge it as being
not the way it should be, in light of the purposes it is supposed to serve.
Clearly, such teleological reflective judgments raise the issue about

whether this is only an “as if ” judgment, since the purposes seem to be
imputed by us, not encountered in nature itself.Must wemake judgments
about organs “as if ” they were designed for a purpose, or must we judge
them purposively because of some other reason?On the one hand, Kant
thought that we cannot eliminate teleological explanations from biology;
without teleological explanations (or, to be very anachronistic, without
what we would call “functional” explanations), it would be impossible
for us to speak of organs as organs. For us to make judgments about
organs in terms of purposes that they serve, though, it would also seem
to be necessary to see what purposes those lesser purposes serve; and that
would require us to see nature as a whole as purposive. On the other
hand, although we might subjectively consider all of nature as ordered
in terms of purposes – as when we offhandedly say that such and such
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feature appeared in an animal species to help them survive – we cannot
objectively consider nature as a system of purposes. As it reveals itself to
our empirical investigations, nature seems, as Kant puts it, more like a
“state of chaos,” working in a mechanical, savage way that displays no
intentional design whatsoever. There simply is no good empirical or a
priori theoretical reason to see nature as purposive as a whole. Neither
biology nor the earth sciences (such as geology, ocean studies, etc.) gain
any extra explanatory power by including purposes within themselves.
Moreover, the empirical investigation of humanity reveals only more of
the same; viewed naturalistically, man is merely one link among others in
a natural chain, and such investigation gives us small hope for optimism
about the human species, since it so clearly reveals the various destructive
natural forces at work in people’s personalities that are just as much part
of humanity as its more agreeable sides.
Yet, from themoral point of view, we necessarily must judge humanity

to be an end in itself, to be the ultimate purpose in terms of which
everything else is a means. For that to be the case, Kant concluded, we
must see the world as having the purpose within itself to bring about
the existence of man as a moral being. Indeed, to see man as a moral
being is already to impute some kind of purposiveness to him; it is not
to describe him or explain him naturalistically – the most evil person
follows the same natural laws as the greatest saint – but to evaluate him
normatively. It is to regard him, that is, as a member of the “kingdom of
ends,” as a creature capable of both giving and asking for reasons and
also capable of determining himself to act on his conception of what
those reasons demand of him.
Building on arguments found earlier in his Critique of Practical Reason,

Kant argued that such a moral conception of humanity requires that we
think of the whole world as purposively structured in terms of providing
the possibility for man’s achieving the “highest good” as the union of
virtue and happiness, and that requires us to conceive of amoral initiator
(Urheber) of the world who has designed the world in that way. Kant made
it quite clear that he was not reversing himself on the priority of morality
and religion; such arguments are “not trying to say that it is as necessary
to assume that God exists as it is to acknowledge that the moral law
is valid.” It is simply that, without such an assumption, we cannot
rationally take ourselves to be aiming at the highest good, since it is not
something we alone could accomplish.

 See Ibid., §.  Ibid., §.
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 Part I Kant and the revolution in philosophy

Because of that, we must therefore also come to understand human
history itself as a whole as if it were guided by some purpose within
nature itself for bringing about the kingdom of ends as the “ethical
commonwealth.” That moral task, though, poses a particular problem,
a theme Kant only hinted at in his third Critique but explored in more
depth in some independent essays. Given our empirical natures, we find
ourselves filled with the natural desire to enter society, yet we also find
that our inherent egoism (manifested in the moral realm as “radical
evil”) produces in us an “unsocial sociability.” We wish to be with others,
and yet we wish to maintain our own private sovereign realms at the
expense of those others. Those tensions and conflicts resulting from that
“unsocial sociability” – from, as Kant puts it, the “social incompatibility,
enviously competitive vanity, and insatiable desires for possession or even
power” – provide the empirical motives for the human race as a whole
to develop from barbarism to culture. However, given man’s “unsocial
sociability” and his natural propensity to twist the moral law to his own
advantage, the production of the “ethical commonwealth” as the goal
toward which history is ideally (as if ) aiming would also require that
mankind have a human master who could break his will and force him
to obey a will that is universally valid and who would himself be perfectly
just and not subject to radical evil. The complete solution to this task is
therefore impossible: in Kant’s famous phrase, “from such crooked timbers as
man, nothing straight can be built.”

Yet, although the solution is impossible, and no utopian scheme could
possibly resolve that unsolvable problem, we must nonetheless view hu-
man history as a whole as if it were tending to that end, since, without
doing so, our capacity for moral motivation would be severely under-
mined. On the one hand, such a view gives us an ideal for improvement;
on the other hand, it is more than just an ideal; it is also a practical
requirement. To act according to the moral law and to seek the improve-
ment of man’s lot, we must have some practical faith that doing so makes
a difference, that the seeds we sow now are not in vain, that nature does
not conspire against our highest ideals. If we do not, then we ultimately
have to see all of history and humanity’s role in it, as Kant phrases it, as
a “farce” – to which Kant adds, “and even if the actors do not tire of it –
for they are fools – the spectator does, for any single act will be enough
for him if he can reasonably conclude from it that the never-ending

 Immanuel Kant, “Idea for a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Purpose,” in Kant’s Political
Writings, p. .

 Ibid., p.  (translation altered).
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play will go on in the same way forever.” But, as Kant goes on to say,
“confronted by the sorry spectacle . . . of those evils . . .which men inflict
upon one another, our spirits can be raised by the prospect of future
improvements. This, however, calls for unselfish good will on our part,
since we shall have been long dead and buried when the fruits we helped
to sow are harvested.” However, since we cannot place much weight
on the hope that people will have “unselfish good will” – we humans are,
after all, built of “crooked timbers” – we must have a practical faith that
somehow history works according to unknown laws that are nonetheless
compatible with the normative moral law and which inch us toward our
ideal outcome.
That ideal means that we understand how the historical succession

fromGreece toRome to rule by the barbarians (the “Germanic nations”),
and the replacement of rule by barbarians by modern “civilization” and
“culture” requires us to conclude that there is indeed “a regular process
of improvement in the political constitutions of our continent (which
will probably legislate eventually for all other continents).” Ultimately,
the triumph of right in Europe will be legislative (“probably,” as Kant
cautiously hedges his statement) for all humanity; the ideal of rights,
rule of law, the sharp separation of public fromprivate realms, indeed, the
whole modern setup of liberal, property-owning, representative (in some
fashion) states of modern Europe, whose principles are established by
the ideals of science and reason, is destined for all of humanity, “as if ”
guided by an invisible hand we cannot discern; and the three great
Kantian Critiqueswere supposed to be the blueprint of what reason could
produce for that emerging modern European order.

 Immanuel Kant, “On the Common Saying: ‘This May Be True in Theory, but It Does Not
Apply in Practice,’ ” in Kant’s Political Writings, p. .

 Immanuel Kant, Ibid., p. ; KW, , p. ; ().
 Immanuel Kant, “Idea for a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Purpose,” p. .
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